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From Hightower, Levels: layered bench system for together yet separate public spaces
SEATTLE, WA, November 2020—Through their exclusive North American licensing, Hightower introduces Levels, soft, rounded,
modular bench seating from award-winning, international design powerhouse Form Us With Love. With an entirely fresh perspective on
open seating for public areas, Levels is based on simple shapes; a hybrid of furniture and architecture, creating functional,
uncomplicated wow factor for hospitality, education, healthcare or any space where people congregate or transition.
Levels is designed by Stockholm-based Form Us With Love (FUWL) the studio having landed at the top of Fast Company’s 2020 ‘50
Most Innovative Companies’ for their efforts in sustainable and adaptable industrial design, particularly workspace furniture. In
conceptualizing Levels, FUWL considered the ways in which people dwell, as well as the thought process of humans as they approach
common space areas. Shared FUWL Co-Founder & CEO Jonas Petterson, "The ways in which people dwell within a space can be
particularly divergent. Choices for taking respite are often informed by the anxiety we all feel in a shared common space. In designing
Levels we asked, ‘how can we create a concept that lets people relax within a dynamic convivial space?’”
Responding to this question through design, Levels can be described simply as two pillars supporting a beam. Grouping the benches in
the Levels system means users can position themselves at varying heights, facing different directions, the result being subtle yet
compelling: division while still sharing a space, privacy in public settings without using walls or dividers, together yet separate. By sitting
at different heights, facing different directions, and with distance between one another, Levels provides needed personal space without
isolation. Added John Löfgren Creative Director for FUWL, “Levels is just one of the ways to take a mental minute...suggested through
materiality, shaping, and compositions.”
Levels benches are available in three heights and three lengths that can be mixed-and-matched to create seating for a wide range of
indoor shared spaces breaking the monotony that can come with open environments. Levels can be specified as a single item – for
spaces like retail store windows or small reception/waiting areas – or in large configurations for offices, lounges, universities, healthcare
settings or communal spaces like galleries and museums. Levels is manufactured by Hightower in North Carolina and is available in
North America exclusively through Hightower’s independent Sales Representatives and Dealers across the US, Mexico, and Canada.
Learn more at hightoweraccess.com
Note: All pricing is US-based list and subject to change. Custom orders are subject to order minimums, surcharges and additional lead
times. For the most up-to-date pricing and product offerings, please refer to hightoweraccess.com. To request a quote, email
service@hightoweraccess.com.
About Hightower:
Since 2003, Hightower has provided bold, unexpected, beautiful pieces aimed at improving functionality for workspace, hospitality, and
educational settings all across North America. Family-founded and operated, Hightower’s leadership includes award-winning CEO
Natalie Hartkopf, who continually pursues the most sought-after designs in contract interiors, setting up clients to stand out in their
field.Learn more at www.hightoweraccess.com Hightower inspiration via Instagram or Pinterest @hightowergroup
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